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You need for a 19 cm/7,5 inch bracelet:  

The colours of the beads should be the same 2 colours as the 2 colours of your Duets. 

  72 pieces Super Duo Duets (A)  

 36 pieces Super Duo (B) 

 36 pieces Super Duo (C) 

 1 gram seed beads 11/0 (D) 

 1 gram seed beads 11/0 (E) 

36 pieces Arcos par Puca (F) 

9 pieces Chaton ss39 (8mm) 

round magnetic clasp 10 mm 

KO thread in the right colour. 

How to use the duet: 

 Pass the Duet from light to dark (LD)  Pass the Duet from dark to light (DL) 

 

1  Pick up  1B, 1D, 1C, 1D and repeat this 3 more times. Close your beads into a 

circle by passing through all beads a second time and the first 3 beads you picked 

up a third time. Pass back through the second hole of the last C you just passed 

through. 

 

 

2  Pick up 1A (DL) and pass through the second hole of the next B, 

pick up 1A (LD) and pass through the second hole of the next C. 

Repeat this 3 more times and pass through the next 3 beads, pass 

back through the second hole (DL). 
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3  Pick up 1E and pass through the second hole of the next A (LD), pick up 

1D and pass through the next A (DL). Repeat this 3 more times. 

Insert a Chaton in the middle of your work. 

 

 

 

4  Pull your thread tight to make all A beads, 

with the D and E beads in between them, flip over to the inside closing 

in the Chaton.  Pass through all beads of the previous step a second 

time and the first 2 beads a third time. Pass back through the second 

hole (DL). 

 

5  Pass through the next B, A, C.  

 Pick up 1F and pass back through the third hole and pass through 

the next C. Repeat this 3 more times and pass through the first hole 

of the first F you picked up in this step. 

Leave the end of your thread, you can use it to connect the next 

rosette or the clasp. 

Make a total of 8 rosettes for a 19 cm bracelet without the clasp. 

 

6  Use a thread you left 

hanging in step 5 to connect 

the next rosette: your 

needle is exiting an F bead, 

pick up 2D and pass through 

the F of the next rosette. 

Make sure the hanging 

thread of the next rosette is 

on the other side (so you 

can use it to connect the 

next rosette or the clasp). Pass through the next C and the inside hole of the next F. Pick up 2D and 

pass through the second F of the rosette you started this step from. Repeat this thread path several 

times to make a firm connection. Connect all rosettes in the same way. 

Connecting the clasp: your needle is exiting an F bead, pick up 1D and pass through the first half of 

your clasp, pick up 1D and pass through the second F and the next D. Pass through the F you started 

this step from. Repeat this thread path several times to make a firm connection. Connect the other 

half on the other side of your bracelet. 
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